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Abstract—Image data have been extensively used in Deep Neural Network (DNN) tasks in various scenarios, e.g., autonomous driving and medical image analysis, which incurs significant privacy concerns. Existing privacy protection techniques are unable to efficiently protect such data. For example, Differential Privacy (DP) that is an emerging technique protects data with strong privacy guarantee cannot effectively protect visual features of exposed image dataset. In this paper, we propose a novel privacy-preserving framework VisualMixer that protects the training data of visual DNN tasks by pixel shuffling, while not injecting any noises. VisualMixer utilizes a new privacy metric called Visual Feature Entropy (VFE) to effectively quantify the visual features of an image from both biological and machine vision aspects. In VisualMixer, we devise a task-agnostic image obfuscation method to protect the visual privacy of data for DNN training and inference. For each image, it determines regions for pixel shuffling in the image and the sizes of these regions according to the desired VFE. It shuffles pixels both in the spatial domain and in the chromatic channel space in the regions without injecting noises so that it can prevent visual features from being discerned and recognized, while incurring negligible accuracy loss. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate that VisualMixer can effectively preserve the visual privacy with negligible accuracy loss, i.e., at average 2.35 percentage points of model accuracy loss, and almost no performance degradation on model training.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neural network models have been applied to a wide range of promising image applications, e.g., computer vision, autonomous driving, and medical image analysis [48]. Existing studies [17, 13, 54, 53] show that these neural network models can leak the training datasets, e.g., by constructing model reconstruction attacks, i.e., reconstructing training data according to the model weights, gradients, and other model information. However, image data that are used to train these models often contains personal privacy information, such as facial characteristics, license plate numbers, and geographic locations. Similarly, medical image data used for training models also involves a large amount of sensitive patient information.
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A number of privacy-preserving techniques [4] have been developed to address the privacy issues above. For example, homomorphic encryption (HE) enables rigorous data privacy guarantees by encrypting data and ensures that data remains usable yet invisible. Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) based methods utilize trusted hardware to protect data for training DNNs. However, these methods require substantial extra computational resources or require specific hardware [7] and thus their practicality for image tasks is not clear in practice. Differential Privacy (DP) is a promising technique that can effectively protect data membership with privacy guarantee. By adding controlled noises from predeteremined distributions of datasets, DP incurs negligible training delays with acceptable inference accuracy. However, as shown in Figure 1, DP is unable to effectively protect visual features of exposed image data because the generated noises that are in high frequency domain can be filtered by human eyes [50]. Moreover, DP may incur the obvious performance decrease if the privacy guarantee is strong enough to protect visual feature [51]. Thus, it is crucial to protect the privacy of these image data during model training, while maintaining the model performance.

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving framework VisualMixer that aims to protect the training data of visual DNN tasks by shuffling pixels without injecting any noises, which ensures that VisualMixer achieves data protection while retaining the performance of the DNN tasks. Our framework utilizes a new metric called Visual Feature Entropy (VFE) to effectively quantify the visual features of an image from...
both biological and machine vision aspects. It can accurately evaluate task-agnostic visual features of an image with a collection of pixel chromatic value gradients. We can evaluate the uncertainty of visual features in an image by measuring VFE so that we can reduce the amount of privacy information contained in the image. In order to achieve desired VFE, we devise VisualMixer, a task-agnostic image obfuscation method to protect the visual privacy of data for DNN training and inference. As shown in Figure 1 for each image in the dataset, VisualMixer decides regions for pixel shuffling in the image and the sizes of these regions according to the desired VFE, and then shuffles pixels both in the spatial domain and in the chromatic channel space in the regions. By shuffling pixels within the determined regions, it can prevent visual features from being discerned and recognized, while incurring negligible accuracy loss.

Furthermore, since image obfuscation may incur abrupt gradient changes in the global feature space and significant weight gradient fluctuations, it may impede the normal convergence process of the model. In VisualMixer, to address these issues incurred by image obfuscation, we develop an optimizer algorithm called Adaptive Momentum Stochastic Gradient Descent (i.e., ST-Adam). ST-Adam dynamically adjusts update momentum based on the current gradient and historical gradients to accelerate the model convergence speed and ensure the stability of model training.

We summarize the contributions of the paper as follows.

- We propose the first DNN image data protection framework that can effectively protect image data while retaining the accuracy of DNN tasks.
- We develop a new metric, Visual Feature Entropy (VFE), which is an effective indicator to measure the visual features of an image and can quantify the visual privacy of an image.
- We propose VisualMixer, a noise-free and task-agnostic image obfuscation method, to protect the visual privacy of image data in DNN training and inference according to the desired VFE, and devise an optimizer, ST-Adam, to accelerate the model training performance over the obfuscated images.
- We provide a comprehensive analysis to demonstrate the effectiveness of VisualMixer and the correlation between the deviation of model outputs and the sizes of shuffling regions.
- Extensive experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate that VisualMixer can effectively preserve the visual privacy with negligible accuracy loss, i.e., at average 2.35 percentage points of model accuracy loss, and almost no performance degradation on model training.

Reproducibility. To help researchers reproduce and verify our results, we release the source code of VisualMixer on https://github.com/Edison9419/ndss

II. Threat Model and Design Goals

A. Threat Model

We consider a general scenario of image data protection in DNN tasks, where clients send their image data (plain or obfuscated) to the server for training a DNN model and then use the trained model for inference. The server honestly performs the tasks but tries to steal the corresponding data, i.e., manually identifying images and utilizing attack methods to extract features or information from the DNN model trained by data uploaded from clients. Specifically, we focus on the following three attacks.

Accessing Data uploaded by Clients. Adversaries on servers can directly access data uploaded by clients. Even when clients obfuscate their images, adversaries still try to recover the original visual features using brute-force or heuristic attacks.

Reconstructing DNN Trained Data. Adversaries can perform membership inference attacks on the trained DNN model to identify the ownership of the data used in the training process. Additionally, they can leverage data augmentation methods such as GAN-based data reconstruction to generate the visual features and recover partial information of the private training data based on the model weights trained by uploaded data from clients.

Recovering Intermediate Gradients and Features. Adversaries reconstruct visually distinguishable images based on the intermediate gradients and feature maps during the training and inference process.

It is noticed that the label of the image is not private, because it is necessary for training utility.

B. Design Goals

The goal of the paper is to preserve the visual privacy of client image data during the model training and inference process, while retaining the accuracy and performance of the DNN models. The design goals can be summarized as follows.

Quantifying the Task-Agnostic Visual Privacy. In the domain of DNN-based vision tasks, the majority of models lack specific interpretability, leading to many visual features involved in the learning process. How to obfuscate the visual features to strike a trade-off between utility and privacy is still an open challenge. Therefore, we should first design a metric to quantify the task-agnostic privacy level of the obfuscated visual features.

Visual-Semantic Obfuscation. Generic data encryption methods, provide strict security guarantees but come with significant computational overhead, especially for high-dimension image data. Unlike traditional data-level obfuscation methods, such as DP that injects noises with a privacy budget, image obfuscation should consider the semantic information of the visual features, to prevent adversaries from obtaining meaningful visual privacy information while keeping the data utility for diverse vision tasks. Thus, the second goal is to design a visual-semantic image obfuscation method to balance the model accuracy and privacy level.

Optimization for Gradient Oscillation. Data obfuscation often causes the gradient oscillation problem, making the DNN
model difficult to converge due to the increased randomness of gradients. Existing gradient descent strategies fail to keep the model stability and convergence speed over the obfuscated data. A tailored optimizer should be designed, associate with the model stability and convergence speed over the obfuscated of gradients. Existing gradient descent strategies fail to keep model difficult to converge due to the increased randomness of biological vision. With this intuition, the definition of VFE is in fewer visual features that can be accurately discerned by indicating a higher uncertainty in visual features, resulting in fewer possible outcomes. Inspired by that, we propose Entropy (VFE) to quantify the “uncertainty” of visual outcomes. The entropy of a random variable is the average level of “uncertainty” inherent to the variable’s outcome of a random trial. The entropy of a random variable average) amount of information conveyed by identifying the possible outcomes. For a given image \( I \), we denote the RGB value of a pixel at an arbitrary position \((x, y)\) as \( I(x, y) \), where \( x \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N_1 - 1\} \), \( y \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N_2 - 1\} \), \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) represents the width and height of an image, respectively. Consequently, \( I(\cdot) \) can be regarded as a discrete function defined over a discrete domain. The “gradient” of \( I(\cdot) \) is defined as

\[
\nabla_x I(x, y) = I(x + 1, y) - I(x, y), \quad x \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N_1 - 1\} \\
\nabla_y I(x, y) = I(x, y + 1) - I(x, y), \quad y \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N_2 - 1\}
\]

(1)

The definition of VFE can be used to measure the visual privacy of any region in an image. For any region \( R_I \) with width \( w \) and height \( h \), if we denote the location of the left top pixel of the region as \((x_0, y_0)\), then the VFE of this region can be calculated as

\[
VFE_R(R_I) = \sum_{x=x_0}^{x_0+w-1} \sum_{y=y_0}^{y_0+h-1} (\nabla_x I(x, y)^2 + \nabla_y I(x, y)^2)
\]

(2)

Then, the set \( R_I \) represents the collection of all sub-regions \( R_I \) of the image \( I \). The VFE of \( I \) can be calculated as

\[
VFE(I) = \frac{F}{N_1N_2} \sum_{R_I \in R_I} VFE_R(R_I)
\]

(3)

where \( F \) is a constant scaling factor (typically set to 1) used to prevent the VFE from being too small or too large. The aforementioned definition pertains to the VFE of a single channel, i.e., \( VFE(I) \). For a multi-channel image, the VFE is defined as

\[
VFE_M(I) = \frac{1}{C} \sum_{L_c \in I} VFE(L_c)
\]

(4)

where \( C \) is number of channels, \( I_c \) is one channel of the image \( I \), and \( VFE_M(I) \) is the VFE of a multi-channel image. In this context, the VFE of a multi-channel image is the average of the VFEs across all channels.

Under this definition, an image with a higher visual feature entropy indicates that there is a higher density of gradient variations in the image. It also means that the visual features have more “uncertainty”, are more difficult to identify and hence the image has a higher visual privacy.

C. Intuition of Visual Feature Entropy

Fourier transform can provide information in the frequency domain, and it appears to be a potential tool for quantifying this uncertainty and disorder. However, regions of images with frequent gradient changes may not necessarily yield high-frequency information. For instance, multiple low-frequency signals with phase differences can be expressed as high VFE, but Fourier transform only displays as multiple low-frequency signals.

In fact, characterizing this uncertainty using the gradient of the image might be more appropriate. This is because the gradient represents only the absolute difference between adjacent pixels in an image, without reflecting its frequency content [16]. This implies that we can compute the sum of image variations from the differences between neighboring pixels using the image gradient, thereby avoiding the misleading effects of low-frequency signals. Additionally, by calculating the mean gradient, we can derive a measure of uncertainty akin to what high-frequency signals convey, resulting in an actual representation of VFE. Consequently, the definition of VFE is primarily designed by insights from the image gradient.
D. How VFE Reflects the Privacy of Visual Features?

VFE is a universal metric that can quantify semantically irrelevant visual features for an image. In other words, the methods capable of obfuscating visual features, including Differential Privacy (DP), should enhance VFE. In comparison to the image by DP in Figure 1, we add more Gaussian noise, following DP’s rules, to the image dataset to perform actual visual obfuscation. It can be seen from Figure 2 that, as the adding noise increases, the VFEs of the images are increasing correspondingly and the visual features are becoming more difficult to identify.

However, additional noises on the dataset and feature map may significantly reduce the accuracy of DNN model. Since DP introduces external Gaussian noise that is typically unrelated to the underlying data, it leads to the possibility of some noise occupying a portion of the visual feature space, resulting in a decrease in accuracy. As shown in Figure 2, after applying DP and introducing external noise, the accuracy of the ShuffleNet model decreases dramatically. Particularly, when we add noise of $\sigma^2 = 100$, some detail visual features are not recognizable, such as texture on leaves, but the accuracy of the ShuffleNet model drops to 40.5% making the dataset useless.

Given that adding external noise may potentially lead to a decrease in accuracy, an alternative way to increase the VFE is to spatially shuffle the pixels of the image. However, there are different shuffling strategies to achieve different privacy protection strengths. The extreme way is to randomly shuffle all the pixels of the entire image. It can bring the maximum strength of visual privacy protection, because all the visual features are destroyed entirely, as shown in Figure 3 (c). In this case, the VFE naturally increases to a very large value but the model accuracy also drops to be zero.

There is also a soft way to shuffle the images. We can first divide an image into multiple disjoint windows, where each window has equal width and height, denoted by window size $WS$. For instance, if $WS = 7$, it means that we divide the image into a number of windows, each of which contains $7 \times 7$ pixels. Then, in each window, we randomly shuffle the pixels. It is obvious that, as the window size increases, pixel shuffling will break more structural information in the image and lead to an enhanced privacy protection. We can also find from Figure 3 that the VFE is increasing with the increment of $WS$, while the model accuracy goes in an opposite direction.

Comparing Figure 2 and Figure 3, we can find that VFE accurately identifies the protection strength of visual privacy under different obfuscation methods. Although both of the methods are facing the dilemma between privacy and data utility, shuffling performs much better than adding-noise in preserving the visual privacy and keeping the data utility. However, to meet the desired privacy requirement, the utility of the obfuscated images, i.e., the accuracy of the DNN model trained by the obfuscated images, is far from satisfaction under such a simple shuffling strategy. In the next subsection, we will discuss how to use VFE to guide the design of a sophisticated shuffling strategy that may achieve the trade-off between privacy and model accuracy.

E. How VFE Guides the Design of Shuffling Strategy?

The above section demonstrates that the value of window size, i.e., $WS$, determines the trade-off between privacy level and data utility when we adopt pixel shuffling to protect the visual privacy. In each window, besides spatially shuffling the RGB pixels in the image, we can additionally perform per-channel shuffling, i.e., shuffle elements in each channel to increase the VFE and hence to improve the protection of visual features. Per-channel shuffling can effectively obfuscate the color features of an image to preserve the visual privacy but has little impact on the structure and texture features that are more important for the data utility of various vision tasks.

In addition to adding a new shuffling dimension, we should focus on why the image obfuscation methods used in Figure 2 and Figure 3 experience dramatic accuracy drop. The main...
reason is that both of them adopt a uniform data obfuscation strategy in the whole image, without considering the semantic information. It consequently causes that the regions of interests (RoIs) are obfuscated too much to keep the data utility. According to the definition of VFE, different regions of an image usually have various VFE values. This follows a common sense that different parts of an image contain different amount of visual feature information. With the guidance of VFE, we can design a non-uniform shuffling strategy, where the regions with low VFE should be shuffled under a larger window size while the regions with high VFE can be shuffled under a smaller window size. In such a way, we can increase the VFE of the image to enhance the protection strength on visual privacy and keep more structure and texture information of RoIs.

Based on the design principle, we performed some experiments with a non-uniform shuffling strategy, where we set \( WS = 8 \) for the windows with original VFE less than average VFE and set \( WS = 2 \) for the windows with larger VFE. As shown in Figure 2(d), we can find that the non-uniform shuffling strategy can improve the model accuracy under a similar VFE.

Thus, it is crucial to design a VFE-guided non-uniform image shuffling strategy to strike the trade-off between visual privacy and data utility. The strategy design should answer the following question: how to divide an image to a number of disjoint windows with non-uniform sizes? Then, the key problem comes to determining the optimal window sizes for different regions in an image to maximize the model accuracy under a given visual privacy protection requirement (i.e., the VFEs of the shuffled images are larger than a specific value).

IV. VisualMixer (VIM): A VFE Guided Privacy-Preserving Image Shuffling Strategy

This section introduces the details of the image obfuscation method, VisualMixer (VIM), and the tailored DNN training optimizer, ST-Adam. Guided by the VFE of the images, VisualMixer determines the optimal window sizes for the shuffling strategy to achieve a trade-off between visual privacy and data utility. The tailored optimizer, ST-Adam, is then proposed to address the gradient oscillation problem caused by VisualMixer.

A. Approach Overview

This section presents the architecture and working flow of VisualMixer. As shown in Figure 4, VisualMixer primarily focuses on the data preprocessing stage, aiming to eliminate the visual semantics while preserve the trainable image information. It is guided by the VFEs of different regions in an image to determine the optimal window sizes. In each window, VisualMixer randomly shuffles the pixels in space and channels to obfuscate the visual features. In addition, since the shuffled images make the training process of the DNN model unstable and very difficult to converge, we design a tailored optimizer, named ST-Adam, to work with VisualMixer. By combining momentum optimization and adaptive learning rate adjustment, ST-Adam can significantly improve the convergence speed of model training over the shuffled image data.

The working flow of VisualMixer is as follows. Before the model training stage, clients first use VisualMixer to obfuscate their images for meeting the privacy requirement. Specifically, VisualMixer adaptively determines the image shuffling strategy based on the value of VFE and the expectation of model accuracy. Then, clients send shuffled images to server for training. The trained model need work on shuffled images during inference, but do not need decryption.

During the inference stage, we also only need to use VisualMixer to shuffle the image and then send the shuffled images to the server for inference. It implies that there is no need to modify the model architecture or the underlying computational framework associated with the model itself. Therefore, VisualMixer can be applied not only in model training and inference scenarios but also in various DNN-related learning tasks.

In the following subsections, we first introduce how to determine the lower bound of window size to meet the required VFE. Based on that, we illustrate how to determine the optimal window sizes for different regions to maximize the accuracy of a DNN model. Then, we summarize the key step of VisualMixer into an algorithm, followed by the design details of ST-Adam.

B. Determining the Lower Bound of Window Size for VisualMixer

This section primarily elucidates the relationship between VFE and per-channel shuffling. In particular, it analyzes the mathematical relationship between VFE and the window size on a single channel. This is directly applicable to monochromatic images. For multi-channel images, it remains usability. As inferred from Equation 4, the VFE across multiple channels is additive. Consequently, in the following, we first derive the relationship between VFE and per-channel shuffle.

In the shuffling strategy, since a larger window size brings a higher VFE, this section first derives the lower bound of window size for VisualMixer, which can be used to guarantee basic requirement of VFE.

For any region \( R_I \) in an image \( I \), we denote its window size as \( WS \). Without the loss of generality, we assume that the pixel values in \( R_I \) follow a statistically normal distribution. Additionally, after randomly shuffling the pixels within the region, we consider adjacent pixels to be independently and identically distributed.

Based on the assumptions, we can calculate the approximate distribution of the VFE of \( R_I \). We denote the pixel values in \( R_I \) as \( \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_{WS^2}\} \), then we can obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of their mean and variance:

\[
\mu = \frac{\sum_{x,y} I(x,y)}{WS^2}, \quad \sigma^2 = \frac{\sum_{x,y} (I(x,y) - \mu)^2}{WS^2 - 1} \quad (5)
\]

With the calculated mean \( \mu \) and variance \( \sigma^2 \), we can convert the pixels in \( R_I \) into a standard normal distribution

\[
\hat{I}(x,y) \leftarrow \frac{I(x,y) - \mu}{\sigma} \quad (6)
\]

Now, \( \hat{I}(x,y) \) follows a standard normal distribution independently. Therefore, for any two different pixels, \( i.e., x_1 \neq x_2 \),
x_2 or y_1 \neq y_2$, we have

$$\hat{i}(x_1, y_1) - \hat{i}(x_2, y_2) \sim N(0, 2) \Rightarrow \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} (\hat{i}(x_1, y_1) - \hat{i}(x_2, y_2)) \sim N(0, 1)$$

(7)

We need to calculate the distribution of VFE of $R_I$, i.e., $VFE(R_I)$. We substitute Equation 1 and Equation 6 into Equation 2 and get

$$VFE_R(R_I) = \sum_{x,y} (r_I(x+1, y) - \hat{i}(x, y))^2 + \sigma^2 (r_I(x+1) - \hat{i}(x))^2$$

(8)

By substituting Equation 7 to Equation 8 applying the computational rules for normal distributions, we can obtain the $VFE_R(R_I)$’s distribution $VFE(R_I)$

$$VFE_R(R_I) \sim \sum_{x,y} (r_I(x+1, y) - \hat{i}(x, y))^2 + \sigma^2 (r_I(x+1) - \hat{i}(x))^2$$

$$\sim \sigma^2 \sum_{x,y} ((N(0, 2))^2 + (N(0, 2))^2)$$

(9)

For $R_I$, there are $WS(WS-1)$ pairs of $\nabla_x$ and $WS(WS-1)$ pairs of $\nabla_y$. By the definition of the chi-square distribution, we can derive

$$VFE_R(R_I) \sim \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \sum_{x,y} ((N(0, 1))^2 + (N(0, 1))^2)$$

$$\sim \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \chi^2_{2WS(WS-1)}$$

(10)

$$\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} VFE_R(R_I) \sim \chi^2_{2WS(WS-1)}$$

$$\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} VFE_I \sim \chi^2_{2WS(WS-1)}$$

It implies that $\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} VFE_R(R_I)$ follows a chi-square distribution $\chi^2_{2WS(WS-1)}$. Meanwhile, $VFE_R(R_I)$ of different $R_I$ can be regarded as following independent identical distribution. Therefore, the sum of the $VFE_R(R_I)$ of an image $I$ follows a $\chi^2$ distribution, as well, specifically,

$$\sum_{I} VFE_R(R_I) \sim \chi^2_{\frac{2wh}{WS^2} WS(WS-1)} \sim \chi^2_{\frac{2wh}{WS^2} WS(WS-1)}$$

(11)

where $w$ and $h$ mean the width and height of the image. The degree of freedom, $\frac{2wh}{WS^2} WS(WS-1)$, is so large that we can regard the $VFE$ distribution as a normal distribution with the mean of $\frac{2wh}{WS^2} WS(WS-1)$ and the variance of $\frac{2wh}{WS^2} WS(WS-1)$. According to Equation 3, the distribution of the VFE of an image can be got from following equations:

$$wh \ VFE(I) \sim N\left(\frac{2wh}{WS^2} WS(WS-1), \frac{4wh}{WS^2} WS(WS-1)\right)$$

(12)

When the width and height of the image is set to 224 (for ImageNet-100) and the window size is set to 8, the mean of $VFE(I)$ will be 112; and the variance of $VFE(I)$ will be $\frac{2}{\pi}$. At this point, we have established the probabilistic relationship between WS and VFE. Based on this probability relationship, for each image obfuscation, we can compute lower bound of WS of the ideal VFE with offline manner. This lower bound of obfuscation strength ensures the privacy preservation during the actual obfuscation process.

C. Determining the Upper Bound of Window Size for VisualMixer

In Section IV-B, we present that the lower bound of window size $WS_l$ is constrained by the desired VFE. Since the increment of window size leads to a decrease in data utility, this section proceeds to derive an upper bound of WS that can optimize the accuracy of the DNN model. Based on the two bounds, we can attain the optimal WS for VisualMixer to calibrate the privacy-utility trade-off correctly.

The challenge of optimizing the data utility of VisualMixer lies in quantifying the impact of shuffling on the accuracy of a DNN model under given window sizes. Instead of directly measuring the model accuracy, we use the output bias of the model to represent the impact of shuffling on data utility. The idea is that, for a specific shuffling strategy with a given WS, we calculate the maximum output bias between the original...
By probability theory, the expectation of diffusion max window size of a region in image
\( E \) Therefore, the maximum output bias can be calculated as

\[ B_{\text{max}} = \max \{ A_{ij} \} = \sum I_{ij} \cdot W_{ij}, \text{if } W_{ij} > 0 \text{ then } I_{ij} = 1 \text{ else } I_{ij} = 0 \]

\[ B_{\text{min}} = \max \{ A_{ij} \} = \sum I_{ij} \cdot W_{ij}, \text{if } W_{ij} < 0 \text{ then } I_{ij} = 1 \text{ else } I_{ij} = 0 \]

Therefore, the maximum output bias can be calculated as

\[ \text{diff}_{\text{max}} = |B - B'| = B_{\text{max}} - B_{\text{min}} \]

By probability theory, the expectation of \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \), i.e., \( E(\text{diff}_{\text{max}}) \), can be calculated as an integral over a four-dimensional space \( D \) (because of \( N_{\text{CK}} = 2 \times 2 \))

\[ \int \int \int \int_D (u_1 + u_2)p(u_1)p(u_2)p(u_3)p(u_4)\Phi(u_1)\Phi(u_2)\Phi(u_3)\Phi(u_4)du_1du_2du_3du_4 \]

\[ D = \{ \bar{u} = (u_1, u_2, u_3, u_4) | \bar{u} \in \mathbb{R}^4, u_1 \geq u_2 \geq u_3 \geq u_4 \} \]

where functions \( p(\cdot) \) and \( \Phi(\cdot) \) represent the density function and the cumulative distribution function, respectively.

However, it is infeasible to derive the closed-form expectation of \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \) by Equation 16. Then, we can give a complete induction to calculate \( B \), by enumerating all possible cases of \( I \) in extreme value space, i.e., \( \{0,1\} \). With a \( 3 \times 3 \) matrix of \( I \), it has totaling \( 2^3 = 8 \) cases. Based on our assumptions, we know that there could be only five possibilities for the sign combination of \( w_1, w_2, w_3, w_4 \). Combined with the \( 512 \) cases of \( I \), there are a total of \( 2560 \) cases. We have enumerated all of these.

**TABLE I:** Complete indication of all possible output \( B \) in \( I \in \{0,1\} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 + w2</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 + w3</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 + w4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2 + w3</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2 + w4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w3 + w4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 + w2 + w3</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 + w2 + w4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 + w3 + w4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2 + w3 + w4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1 + w2 + w3 + w4</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The enumeration data in Table I allows us to perform Monte Carlo simulations, taking into account the probability of each combination and the assumption that the convolution kernel follows a normal distribution. This allows us to determine the parameter \( d \) at any level of confidence. As the size of the convolution kernel increases, similar methods can be used for calculation.

Moreover, to show the influence of the conclusion above given by size increasing of \( I \) and \( I' \), we define the following notations. \( S_i \) (‘) is the size of \( I \) (‘), similarly for \( S_A \) (‘) and \( S_B \) (‘). Since the stride of maxpooling operator is 2, we only consider the situation where \( \Delta S_i = 2m - 1, m = 1, \ldots. \) When \( \Delta S_i = 2m - 1 \), the maxpooling operator will trigger padding operation, which makes the situation similar to the case where \( \Delta S_i = 2m \). Then \( \Delta S_A = 2m \) and \( \Delta S_B = m \), which means that there is \( m^2 \) elements in \( B \) and \( B' \). Since each element of \( B \) and \( B' \) has independent predecessors in \( I \), and \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \) only takes the maximum value, we can apply the multiplication rule of independent event probability calculations here. Therefore, we can obtain \( P(\text{diff}_{\text{max}} \leq d) \). Then the probability that all of the \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \) with respect to all elements in \( B \) and \( B' \) are less than \( d \) should be

\[ P(\text{diff}_{\text{max}} \leq d) = a^{m^2}, \text{if } N_{\text{CK}} \geq 2 \times 2 \text{ and } WS \geq 3 \]

When the size of \( W \) increases, i.e. \( m \) increases, which means the receptive field increases, according to Equation 13, and Equation 14, \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \) will definitely increase. It is unnecessary to consider the case where the \( S_i \) is larger than \( W \), because \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum value obtained after exhausting all possible distributions of \( I \). When the \( S_i \) is larger than the convolution kernel size, the convolution kernel will perform a sliding window on \( S_i \). The size of each window remains the same size as the convolution kernel size during the sliding. Meanwhile, the \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \) obtained after all sliding windows must be smaller than or equal to the \( \text{diff}_{\text{max}} \) obtained after exhausting all possible distributions in the sliding window. It is worth noting that the mainstream structure of CNN consists of a convolution layer and a batch normalization layer. The
Using a Monte Carlo simulation, we determine the value of $D$. Algorithm of VisualMixer

**Algorithm 1: Image Processing in VisualMixer**

**Data:** Input image $I$

**Output:** Shuffled image $I'$ by VisualMixer

1. $WS_u \leftarrow WS_0 + 2 \times \lceil \sqrt{\log_{64} \alpha} \rceil$ // From Section IV-C
2. $WS_l \leftarrow WS$ from the distributions of target VFE
3. $WS \leftarrow \text{Size}(I)$
4. While $WS > WS_u$ do
5.     $WS \leftarrow 2^\lceil \log_2 WS/2 \rceil$
6. end
7. $R \leftarrow$ Dividing image $I$ into regions based on $WS$
8. While $R \neq \emptyset$ do
9.     $R_l \leftarrow R$
10. $WS \leftarrow \text{Size}(R_l)$
11. If $WS \leq 2^\lceil \log_2 WS_i \rceil$ then
12.     $WS = 2^\lceil \log_2 WS_i \rceil$
13.     Spatial and per-channel shuffle $R_i$ with $WS$
14.     $R = R - \{R_i\}$
15. Else
16.     $WS = \lceil \text{Size}(R_i)/2 \rceil$
17.     If $VFE(R_i) \leq VFE_m$ then
18.         Spatial and per-channel shuffle $R_i$ with $WS$
19.         $R = R - \{R_i\}$
20.     Else
21.         $R \leftarrow R \cup \text{Dividing } R_i \text{ into regions based on } WS$
22. end
23. end
24. end
25. Return $I'$

job of pooling layers, down-sampling, is done by convolution layers. However, the principle of mixing operation does not change; Thus, the conclusion also works in current CNNs.

Then, we adopt a reverse-solving method to determine the maximum allowable $WS$. The process to calculate the optimal value of $WS$ for balancing privacy protection and accuracy loss begins with setting an initial value of $WS$, denoted as $WS_0$, to 3. Using a Monte Carlo simulation, we determine the value of $\alpha_0$ that satisfies the condition $P(\text{diff}_{\text{max}} \leq d) = \alpha_0$. Next, we satisfy $P(\text{diff}_{\text{max}} \leq d) = \alpha$ by setting a given $\alpha$. By setting $\alpha = \alpha_0^{\text{diff}_{\text{max}}}$, we can calculate the value of $m$ as $\sqrt{\log_{64} \alpha}$. And finally, we compute $WS$ by $WS = WS_0 + 2 \times \lceil m \rceil$. This process dynamically calculates the value of $n$ to achieve a balance between data privacy and inference accuracy.

The shuffling is performed by randomly rearranging the pixels of the image, thereby changing the original feature distribution of the image. Shuffling can be done at the pixel level or at the block level, according to $WS$. Therefore, we first divide the image into sub-regions, and then we calculate the VFE of each sub-region. Then, we compare the VFE value of each sub-region with the median $VFE_m$. If $VFE_i > VFE_m$, we use a larger $WS$ for shuffling; otherwise, we use a smaller $WS$ for shuffling.

**D. Algorithm of VisualMixer**

The detailed algorithm of VisualMixer is summarized in Algorithm 1. Firstly, we need to calculate the upper and lower bounds of $WS$ offline, $WS_u$ and $WS_l$. The $WS_u$ is used to control the maximum deviation of model output, i.e. $\text{diff}_{\text{max}}$, thereby preventing excessive loss of model accuracy. Based on the probability relationship proven in Section IV-C, we can obtain the $WS_u$ for confidence probability $\alpha$ through the reversing method. The $WS_l$ is used to control the expected VFE in order to ensure privacy. According to the conclusion proven in Section IV-B, we know that $\frac{1}{\alpha} VFE$ follows a chi-square distribution. Therefore, by performing a backward table lookup, we can obtain the $WS_l$ for the target VFE interval.

After obtaining the upper and lower bounds of $WS$, we need to adapt suitable $WS$ for different regions of the image based on their VFE. Firstly, we scale down $WS$ to the nearest power of two that is less than or equal to $WS_u$, ensuring the subsequent iterative $WS$. Next, we partition the image according to the current $WS$ and add the segmented images to the set $R$ of images to be processed. At each iteration, an image $R_i$ is randomly selected from the set $R$. Firstly, if its $WS$ is lower than $WS_l$, it is directly shuffled using the $WS$ closest to $WS_l$, which is a power of 2. If its $WS$ is between the upper and lower bounds, it is determined based on the VFE. If the VFE is lower than the median VFE of the initial segmented set, it is shuffled using the next level of $WS$, i.e. $\lceil \text{Size}(R_i)/2 \rceil$. If the VFE is greater than the median VFE, it is partitioned into smaller blocks and added to the $R$, awaiting the next round of $WS$ and VFE checks.

This process is convergent, ensuring that all sub-images on the entire image will be protected by shuffling with dynamic $WS$ intensities between $WS_l$ and $WS_u$. It also ensures that the shuffle intensity stays within the required range, not exceeding $WS_u$ for accuracy and not going below $WS_l$ for VFE.

**E. Stable Adaptive Moment Estimation**

When using Adam to train models on the mixed dataset, we find that it is hard to get an ideal minimum so that the performance of trained models decreases sufficiently. To address the issue of models struggling to converge due to gradient oscillation in certain scenarios involving small datasets and individual models, we propose Stable Adaptive Moment Estimation (ST-Adam). ST-Adam achieves the ability to converge as expected in the presence of gradient oscillation by employing dual adaptivity for both momentum and learning rate. As shown in Figure 5 when training VGG on CIFAR10, the original gradients exhibit distinct features that facilitate rapid gradient
descent for optimizers like Adam, if no data obfuscation is applied. However, when training on obfuscated data, there is a significant fluctuation in gradients, referred to as gradient oscillation. This phenomenon results in a substantial loss in the model’s convergence capability.

Here is the description of the update rules of ST-Adam. Firstly, the optimizer calculates the gradient of the loss function based on the value of parameters, \( g_t = \nabla f(w_t) \). Then, According to the gradient and pre-defined hyperparameter \( \beta \), the optimizer calculates the momentum of the loss function, \( m_t = \beta \times m_{t-1} + (1 - \beta) \times g_t \). After that, using another hyperparameter, \( \gamma \), it get the adaptive learning rate, \( v_t = \gamma \times v_{t-1} + (1 - \gamma) \times g_t^2 \). Finally, based on all of the information above, the optimizer can update the parameters of models, \( w_{t+1} = w_t - \eta \times \frac{m_t}{\sqrt{(v_t) + \epsilon}} \).

Here, \( w_t \) represents the weights at timestep \( t \), \( g_t \) represents the gradient, \( m_t \) represents the momentum, \( v_t \) represents the adaptive learning rate, \( \eta \) is the initial learning rate, \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are the decay coefficients of momentum and adaptive learning rate, respectively, and \( \epsilon \) is a smoothing term to prevent the denominator from being 0. We assume the objective function \( f(w) \) is convex. In convex optimization, we are concerned with whether the distance between the optimized objective function value and the optimal solution decreases as the number of iterations increases. We define

\[
\Delta w_t = w_t - w^*, \quad \Delta f_t = f(w_t) - f(w^*)
\]  

(18)

Here, \( w^* \) is the optimal solution. For convex functions, according to Jensen’s inequality, we have

\[
\Delta f_t \leq g_t^2 \times \Delta w_t
\]  

(19)

Substituting the update rule of ST-Adam, we can obtain

\[
\Delta f_t \leq \left( \frac{m_t}{\sqrt{v_t} + \epsilon} \right)^T \times \Delta w_t
\]  

(20)

We can observe that when the gradient \( g_t \) is large, the momentum \( m_t \) and the adaptive learning rate \( v_t \) will also increase accordingly. When the gradient is small, \( m_t \) and \( v_t \) will decrease. This means that in areas with larger gradients, the optimizer will use larger update steps, thus speeding up the convergence process; in areas with smaller gradients, the optimizer will use smaller update steps to maintain a stable optimization process. Therefore, we can conclude that the convergence of ST-Adam is guaranteed. We added weight decay and momentum terms. Weight decay helps prevent model overfitting, especially when encountering drastic and dense gradient distributions during training. The momentum term helps speed up the optimization process, making it easier for the model to converge when encountering drastic gradient changes.

The main difference between the Adam and ST-Adam is that during the calculation of update step, Adam will rescale the step length according to the increase of time; while the step length obtained by ST-Adam is more stable. More specifically, in Adam, we need extra two calculations:

\[
\hat{m}_t = \frac{m_t}{1 - \beta^t} \quad \hat{v}_t = \frac{v_t}{1 - \gamma^t}
\]  

(21)

Those two steps rescale the value of \( m_t \) and \( v_t \), which can make the update step of the Adam more flexible. In most cases, this will be an improvement for an optimizer, for the reason that it make it possible to let optimizer choose the update step adaptively according to the shape of the loss function in the neighbor. However, In the scenario of VisualMixer, the gradients are more likely to change dramatically within a limited range due to the mixing operation. That is to say, the flexible length of update steps is more like a poison than a benefit for our model training process. Although adaptive update steps can let the model converge more quickly, it makes the model get trapped into a local minimum with higher probability. Therefore, it is better keep the update steps stable to avoid the model being trapped in local minimum. That’s why our ST-Adam remove the above two steps.

By introducing momentum and adaptive learning rate adjustments, the ST-Adam optimizer can maintain good convergence performance when dealing with data after VisualMixer. In Section V, we applied the ST-Adam optimizer to different convolutional neural network models and compared it with traditional SGD optimizers and other popular optimizers, such as Adam. Experimental results show that the ST-Adam optimizer exhibits faster convergence and higher stability.

V. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

Testbed and Baselines. We employ a single NVIDIA Geforce RTX 3090 GPU as testbed. The code is executed on Ubuntu 20.04, using the framework of PyTorch version 1.9. To validate the performance of VisualMixer, we evaluate it against three advanced privacy-preserving methods: (a) InstaHide [24], received the 2020 Bell Labs Prize second place award, which is an obfuscation-based approach; (b) a differential privacy based method; (c) a federated learning method with differential privacy. These comparisons are presented in Table III.

Datasets and DNN Models. Table II present the datasets used in our work. Four representative datasets in the CV domain were selected for testing. Specifically, ImageNet-100 is a standard public dataset released by the well-known Kaggle contest [1]. And CIFAR-10 is a color image dataset consisting of 10 categories, with a total of 60,000 images; MNIST is a dataset for handwritten digit recognition, containing 60,000 training samples and 10,000 testing samples; AT&T dataset, also known as the ORL (Olivetti Research Lab) face database, consists of 400 grayscale face images belonging to 40 different individuals, with 10 images per individual. This dataset is commonly used for face recognition and face detection tasks. The selection criteria for the DNN models used in this work are as follows: (1) the test models should encompass a variety of mainstream frameworks for CV tasks, including Transformer structures (e.g., ViT-B [9] and Swin-T [35]), directly connected CNNs (e.g., AlexNet [29] and VGG [44]), and residual network models (e.g., ResNet [13] and DenseNet [23]); (2) the DNN models should cover network models with varying parameter scales and computational efforts, including very large networks like ViT-B, large networks like VGG, and lightweight networks like MobileNet [22] and ShuffleNet [52].
B. Validation on ST-Adam Optimizer

In this section, we conducted experiments to validate the performance of the ST-Adam optimizer. We trained models using both ST-Adam and widely used Adam optimizers on the CIFAR10, MNIST, and ImageNet-100 datasets. Throughout the training process, we recorded the accuracy and loss curves of the models for later comparison.

Based on the experimental results in the figure, the ST-Adam optimizer outperformed the Adam optimizer in terms of both accuracy and loss curves. This indicates that ST-Adam exhibits better optimization performance and faster convergence speed on these datasets. The reasons behind this superiority can be explained from the following three aspects.

C. Defend Against Privacy Leaks

Attack flow. [Figure 7] illustrates the privacy attacks in the current landscape. In typical scenarios, users obfuscate their images before uploading them to the server for model training. In the threat model we defined in Section II-A the server is a semi-honest adversary. Therefore, in this process, privacy primarily faces four types of threats. These attacks include exhaustive search, i.e., brute-force crack, heuristic attacks by shredder recovering algorithm, weights leaking visual feature and membership inference on weights.

Exhaustive search. When attempting to restore VIM data through brute force cracking, we can analyze it using the principle of sorting. As explained in Section [V] the total number of permutations $N$ of exhaustive search is calculated based on the probability ranking principle as $N = \sum_{i=0}^{n-2} (WS_i)^2!$. With the equation, we observe that when $\exists WS_i \geq 6$, the total number of permutations $N$ exceeds $2^{128}$, a number that can be reached regularly in our experiments. Thus, it becomes apparent that restoring an VIM image solely through brute force methods would necessitate an overwhelmingly large number of attempts, rendering it practically impossible.

Heuristic Attacks by Shredder Challenge Algorithm

Based on the proposed design above, it is evident that restoring images processed by VisualMixer using brute-force methods is challenging. However, there is a possibility of attempting recovery using gradient information between pixels, which is used in Shredder Challenge Algorithm[27]. To test the resilience of VisualMixer, against this restoration method, we conducted experiments in this section.

The experimental results presented in Figure 8 demonstrate that the shredder recovering effect is not ideal. This is primarily due to the VIM process employed by VisualMixer, which alters the relative positions of pixels in both spatial and each channel, thereby disrupting the visual features and structural information of the original image. This means that the relative positions of the pixels in space and its channel have changed, thereby destroying the visual features and information structure of the original image. JigsawNet employs DNNs to construct latent relationships between sub-images, thereby attempting to piece together the original image [30]. It represents another heuristic attack method. However, such approaches typically perform well when the fragment size is larger. In our method, the fragment size is effectively 1, as we shuffle all pixels within the WS. As illustrated in the Figure 8, its attack efficacy is limited in our context.

Feature Restoration from Model Weights by GAN. We attempt to use the method presented in [20] to attack the weights from LeNet-like model obtained from training on the raw data (Celeba and MNIST), intermediate updates during federated learning, and training on the dataset processed by differential privacy($\sigma = 50$) and our VIM.

As shown in Figure 9, GAN methods can reconstruct many facial features from the original data model. It is similar for models with added DP noise in their weights. In the original federated learning approach, client-side trained intermediate updates are uploaded to the server, and facial features from client data can also be extracted. Our method not only protect dataset, but also effectively defends against such attacks, making it nearly impossible to recover identifiable features.

As shown in the figure, GAN methods can accurately reconstruct facial features from the original data model. The same holds true for models with added DP noise in their weights. In the original federated learning approach, client-side trained intermediate updates are uploaded to the server, and facial features from client data can also be extracted. Our method effectively defends against such attacks, making it nearly impossible to recover identifiable features.

Membership inference attacks. We also validate another attack method that specifically targets the training weights. This method, i.e., membership inference, aims to determine whether a given dataset has been involved in the training process of the weights.

Table II presents the impact of [42] method on MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. The purple curve indicates that [42] method can accurately infer on model trained by raw dataset, with a high probability, whether a given image belongs to the training set. On the other hand, the orange and red curves closely resemble the RG(Random Guess) curve. Other methods usually give different leakages of membership privacy.

D. Validating Training Performance

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed approach in terms of accuracy loss and throughput introduced by privacy protection. We compare our method with baseline models, including data-level representative methods such as methods based on fully homomorphic encryption[39], as well as function-level representative methods like Differential Privacy and Federated Learning.

Accuracy. To comprehensively assess the impact of our method on the accuracy of the inference model, we utilize open-source datasets with varying input resolutions and color channels, including ImageNet-100, CIFAR10, and MNIST. Furthermore, we consider DNN models of different sizes and complexities, such as ViT-B, Swin-T, ResNet-50, ShuffleNet, MobileNet and VGG16. The experimental results are presented in Table II and are obtained through training and validating the models using the MNIST, CIFAR-10, and ImageNet-100 datasets. In general, on small datasets like MNIST, the accuracy loss is typically negligible. On larger datasets like ImageNet-100, our method...
exhibits significant advantages in terms of accuracy compared to DP. Even when compared to models trained on the original dataset, the accuracy loss of our method remains available. InstaHide [24] shows an accuracy similar to ours on the CNN model. However, it cannot support the Transformer-based models well, which can be demonstrated by that both Vit-B and Swin-T show low accuracy in InstaHide. The homomorphic encryption, while preserving the model structure, necessitates the substitution of certain activation functions, leading to a decrease in accuracy. Its performance in terms of accuracy is inferior to our approach, but it is markedly superior to methods such as DP that alter the feature map and data.

Fig. 7: The attack flowchart shows the possible parts that may be attacked: (1) Attacks against the shuffled images, such as exhaustive search restoration and restoration using gradient information; (2) Attacks against the training weights, such as GAN-based attack method [20] and membership inference attack method [42].

Fig. 8: Restoring results of the obfuscated images using shredder recovering algorithm by gradient information and [30].
TABLE III: Throughput (images per second) of different methods on different datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain</td>
<td></td>
<td>1088.9</td>
<td>404.7</td>
<td>600.2</td>
<td>1070.8</td>
<td>322.2</td>
<td>472.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="1" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="2" /> 212.3 [-80.5%]</td>
<td>66.1 [-83.7%]</td>
<td>187.8 [-68.7%]</td>
<td>92.1 [-91.4%]</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="4" /> 42.1</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="6" /> 42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="3" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="3" /> 291.8 [-73.2%]</td>
<td>385.2 [4.8%]</td>
<td>565.1 [5.8%]</td>
<td>1008.7 [-5.8%]</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="4" /> 42.1</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="6" /> 42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP + FL</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="3" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="3" /> 10.9 [-99.0%]</td>
<td>2.0 [-99.5%]</td>
<td>7.4 [-98.8%]</td>
<td>12.8 [-98.8%]</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="4" /> 42.1</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="6" /> 42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHE</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="5" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="5" /> 0.006 [-99.9%]</td>
<td>0.0009 [-99.9%]</td>
<td>0.0005 [-99.9%]</td>
<td>0.00074 [-99.9%]</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="4" /> 42.1</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="6" /> 42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InstaHide</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="6" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="6" /> 1087.1 [-0.17%]</td>
<td>399.2 [-1.4%]</td>
<td>594.1 [-1.0%]</td>
<td>1062.3 [-7.9%]</td>
<td>315.8 [-2.0%]</td>
<td>458.3 [-3.0%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIM</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="7" /></td>
<td>1080.3 [-0.8%]</td>
<td>401.9 [-0.6%]</td>
<td>595.4 [-0.8%]</td>
<td>1062.1 [-0.8%]</td>
<td>319.9 [-0.7%]</td>
<td>466.1 [-1.3%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Both DP and AvgFL can only protect partial privacy while training [31].
2. FL represents AvgFL [38]. This method also does not support transformer-based models.
3. Federated learning employs virtual terminals, hence the network transmission delay can be considered as virtually non-existent.
4. We employ a Python DP library [21] developed by IBM Research. This method does not support transformer-based models.
5. Due to the excessive runtime of FHE, we calculate the average throughput within limited iterations.
6. The privacy of InstaHide [24] has been previously called into question [6].

Raw Data

![Fig. 9: Comparison of the attack effects on the model weights based on the GAN model. The results indicate that these attacks fail to recover any meaningful original information from the protected weights.](#)

![CIFAR-10](#) ![MNIST](#)

**Fig. 10: ROC results of membership inference attack in [42] on the CIFAR-10 and MNIST datasets. The red curve represents ROC trained by VisualMixer. RG means random guess.**

**Throughput.** We measured the training throughput of our method on different datasets and models in Table III. Our method involves offline processing of the dataset and does not modify the forward and backward computation processes of the model. Thus, it brings little additional computational overhead, similar to InstaHide [24]. As shown in Table III, our method and InstaHide [24] both achieve comparable throughput to the plain training process. Compared to DP-based method and FHE-based method, our method demonstrates significant performance improvement. However, it should be noted that in the case of ViT-B and Swin-T, an additional 50% of epochs were required for convergence, while maintaining the same number of epochs in other CNN models. The homomorphic encryption method requires the decomposition of underlying operators into supported operations to facilitate cryptographically-based procedures. This implies that data can be safeguarded through cryptographic measures without divulging almost any information. However, this also results in a substantial performance degradation, making it challenging for neural network accelerators, such as GPUs and NPUs, to enhance its computational speed. In terms of throughput, its performance is significantly inferior compared to other benchmarked approaches, even with its encryption-grade privacy.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MNIST</th>
<th>CIFAR10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>99.28%</td>
<td>70.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>99.48%</td>
<td>77.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>99.23%</td>
<td>75.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShuffleNet</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>99.20%</td>
<td>72.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swin-T</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>95.47%</td>
<td>67.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT-B</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>92.29%</td>
<td>60.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E. Validating DNN-Related Paradigms**

In addition to its effectiveness in normal DNN training and inference, VisualMixer provides possibilities for various vision-based DNN-related tasks, including federated learning and knowledge distillation.

VisualMixer can be applied to the federated learning framework, improving data privacy. By shuffling the original data on each client before training, VisualMixer mitigates the risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Top-1</th>
<th>Top-3</th>
<th>Top-5</th>
<th>Top-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TO-ResNet50</td>
<td>74.55%</td>
<td>88.42%</td>
<td>92.02%</td>
<td>95.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-ResNet50</td>
<td>66.45%</td>
<td>82.67%</td>
<td>87.24%</td>
<td>91.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO-MobileNetv3</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>44.0%</td>
<td>53.6%</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-MobileNetv3</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 TV is Teacher model with VIM. 2 SO is Student model with Original.

TABLE VI: Experimental results on VOC dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>mAP@50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YOLO v5</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIM</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIM</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientDet</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIM</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of sensitive information recovery, even in the event of model parameter leakage. The only concern we need to focus on is whether the accuracy loss caused by VIM is acceptable. Accuracy experimental results presented in Table IV showcase low accuracy loss. These results demonstrate the practical value and effectiveness of VisualMixer in the context of federated learning.

Furthermore, VisualMixer is leveraged within the knowledge distillation to ensure the privacy of data during the training process of teacher models, and protect privacy of teacher models during distillation.

Teacher models are often large and valuable models, which can potentially leak information about the dataset or features used to train them. Our method, as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, can protect the privacy of the model. In this section, we measure the potential accuracy loss that VIM may introduce during the knowledge distillation process. The experimental results, as illustrated in Table V, demonstrate ResNet50 achieving an accuracy of 97.3% accuracy, while the distilled MobileNet achieved a commendable accuracy of 62.4%, which is in close proximity to the accuracy achieved without VisualMixer processing. This highlights the effectiveness of VisualMixer within the knowledge distillation framework.

In conclusion, VisualMixer presents a promising solution to enhance data privacy in various DNN applications, including federated learning and knowledge distillation, while maintaining optimal model performance. It holds great potential in supporting diverse DNN scenarios.

F. Evaluation on Object Detection Tasks

Considering the underlying principles shared between object detection and image classification, the effectiveness of our proposed method in image classification tasks suggests its potential for performing object detection as well. The experimental results for object detection using our method are presented in Table VI.

According to the results, our encryption method demonstrates unique characteristics in the object detection task. While precision remains close to baseline levels, recall and mean average precision (mAP) show a decline. This performance disparity provides valuable insights into the interaction between the model and the obfuscated data. The relatively high precision suggests that the majority of bounding boxes identified by the model contain true positives. In other words, once the bounding box is established, the model can accurately classify the object within it. This aligns with the strong performance observed in classification tasks, indicating that the encryption method has minimal impact on the model’s ability to classify objects within a bounded area.

The decrease in recall and mAP indicates that the model struggles to identify and establish bounding boxes around all instances of objects within the image. This results in a lower recall rate, as many true positives are not detected, and the model’s effectiveness across various recall thresholds is diminished, leading to a lower mAP. This behavior may be attributed to the model’s reliance on contextual information or background cues in classification tasks, which might be less effective in the object detection context, where precise delineation of object boundaries is required. However, this observation does not contradict the effectiveness of the encryption method in classification tasks. It merely highlights that while the model excels at accurately classifying objects within established bounding boxes (high precision), further fine-tuning or additional techniques may be necessary to enhance its ability to identify and establish bounding boxes around all relevant objects, thereby improving recall and mAP.

In conclusion, this experiment validates the applicability of our encryption method not only in classification tasks but also have potential in object detection tasks. Although there is a decrease in recall and mAP, the high precision emphasizes its practical value. These results further reinforce our earlier findings and establish the versatility of the proposed encryption method in various computer vision tasks.

VI. RELATED WORK

As deep learning triggers the knowledge extraction capability from heterogeneous data, privacy preservation has been a significant concern and hot research topic for many years. Although existing works have demonstrated their effectiveness in different scenarios, how to protect the privacy of released visual data while preserve data utility is still an open challenge. We briefly review the related work in two categories.

A. Obfuscation-based Mechanisms

The dominating privacy-preserving mechanism for visual data is obfuscation, which is to obscure the private information (e.g., blurring [3] or blocking [49]) or add some noise (e.g., [41] and DP-based solutions [5, 11, 2, 55, 8]) in the image before releasing it for analysis.

A significant problem in obscuring mechanisms is that they require perfectly accurate and comprehensive knowledge of the spatial locations of private information in the image. It is usually costly or even infeasible to semantically define what is private in different scenarios [5]. Besides, obscuring the private information of the image often leads to very low data utility,
making it useless for most vision tasks (like classification, detection, etc.).

Differential Privacy [11, 2] is another kind of obfuscation method. It preserves data privacy by adding noise, conforming to a specific distribution (like Laplace or Gaussian), to the original data. The key parameter in differential privacy is the privacy budget, which determines the amount of noise added. The advantage of differential privacy lies in its strict mathematical guarantee of data privacy under various data analysis attacks. This method has been successfully applied in many areas, e.g., social networks and medical information systems. Recently, Zhu, Yu, et al. [55] proposed a method avoiding splitting the training dataset and achieves comparable or better accuracy while reducing the privacy loss. Luo, Wu, et al. [56] presented an approach minimizing trainable parameters, achieving commendable performance in extensive experiments on diverse visual recognition tasks. However, despite the competitive performance of differential privacy in many fields, it faces some challenges in computer vision, particularly in releasing image data [37]. In protecting the privacy of image data, differential privacy needs to add a considerable amount of noise to ensure every pixel in the image is sufficiently protected. However, for human visual system, even with the addition of substantial noise in the image, we can still recognize the main content of the image. This is because human visual system is highly sensitive to edge and texture information in the image, constituting the principal elements of visual features. Thus, although differential privacy can decrease privacy risk mathematically like data membership, it may fail to effectively prevent humans from extracting useful information from image data, especially when specific areas in the image contain sensitive information. It should be noted that the latest work by Google DeepMind [8] proposes a DP based privacy-preserving methods that can make some NF-model accuracy comparable to our solution. However, it still cannot avoid the aforementioned privacy issues, especially when it comes to the release of the dataset.

The $k$-anonymity algorithm [45, 12] can also be regarded as a data obfuscation method that protects data privacy by making records in a dataset consistent on certain attributes. Thus, any record is at least identical to $k – 1$ other records in these attributes. Nevertheless, the application of the $k$-anonymity algorithm also has its limitations, because selecting suitable attributes for consistent processing is not a simple task for complex visual data.

Federated Learning (FL) [28, 15] has also emerged to be a feasible privacy preservation mechanism. It protects the data privacy by locally training a model via private data, and shares the model parameters instead of the original data to share knowledge. Although many studies have pointed out the privacy risks in FL [31], its design philosophy is orthogonal from our solution. In our experiments, we also show that applying our solution to FL, we can provide a stronger protection strength to resist the privacy attacks on uploaded local model parameters.

### B. Encryption Based Mechanisms

There are numerous studies focusing on data privacy protection via encrypting the original data or using Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) to isolate private data computing.

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [14, 47] is a cryptographic technique that allows arbitrary calculations on ciphertext without needing to decrypt it first. Through FHE, data owners can encrypt their data and send it to cloud service providers for processing, without worrying about data privacy leakage. However, while FHE is wonderful in theory, we are still facing some challenges in practice. The primary issue is computational complexity. FHE algorithms require a substantial amount of computational resources when executing encryption and decryption operations. In particular, arithmetic operations under FHE often have an exponential level of complexity. It usually bring 10x-10,000x additional time overhead on same hardware. Therefore, FHE might become a bottleneck for large-scale image data processing. When handling large-scale data, the computational complexity of FHE could make computation time and resource consumption excessively large, which limits the application of FHE in the field of image data processing.

Another method involves using TEE [40, 7], like Intel’s SGX and ARM’s TrustZone, which can protect the data being processed at the hardware level, preventing unauthorized access and modification. However, the hardware resources of TEE is usually limited and its compatibility to neural network accelerators (e.g., GPU and NPU) is still far from satisfaction, which significantly impacts the performance of DNN computing.

### VII. Discussion

We acknowledge that, compared to traditional encryption methods, VisualMixer lacks a formal security proof to prove its effectiveness against heuristic attacks. VisualMixer focuses on reducing the visual recognizability of images while enhancing their usability within DNNs. However, as demonstrated by our experiments, VisualMixer is capable of resisting state-of-the-art image restoration attacks. Unlike Differential Privacy (DP) or InstaHide [24], VisualMixer does not introduce external noise in image obfuscation. The advantage of such an intrinsic transformation is that it is not susceptible to the attacks based on statistical features.

Moreover, VisualMixer can be compatible with other privacy-preserving methods. In Section V, we validate the compatibility between VisualMixer and Federated Learning (FL). The experiment results therein illustrate that VisualMixer can mitigate privacy issues caused by gradient leakage in FL with minimal accuracy loss. Also, VisualMixer is orthogonal to Differential Privacy (DP). Thus, VisualMixer can enhance DP by further obfuscating images and feature maps without significant accuracy decrease. Note that, VisualMixer is compatible with FHE and obfuscates data before data encryption. However, as FHE already offers very stringent security guarantees, integrating VisualMixer may not be necessary.

### VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced VisualMixer, an innovative and effective strategy for protecting data privacy in the training and inference processes of DNNs. The primary objective of VisualMixer is to enhance data privacy while preserving the performance of the model. To address the inherent trade-off between privacy and model accuracy in data obfuscation strategies, we introduce a new metric, named VFE, to measure the
visual privacy, and propose a non-uniform shuffling strategy VisualMixer to pre-process the image dataset. VisualMixer allows for effective data obfuscation while ensuring the output deviation of the model does not exceed a preset threshold. We also devised an optimizer, named ST-Adam, to tackle potential dense gradient issues during training. Extensive experiments demonstrate VisualMixer’s capability to enhance data privacy without compromising the overall performance of the model. In addition, we have identified the potential of VisualMixer in both federated learning and knowledge distillation frameworks, showcasing its adaptability. In summary, VisualMixer presents a promising data privacy protection method for secure training and inference within DNNs. Our ongoing and in-depth research and exploration of VisualMixer aim to unlock further possibilities in data privacy protection and provide more safeguards for secure training and inference.
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APPENDIX A

VIM-ED SAMPLE

There are some random samples of plain and VIM-ed images of ImageNet-100 dataset.